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Abstract: Matrix decomposition, when the rating matrix has missing values, is recognized as an outstanding technique for
recommendation system. In order to approximate user-item rating matrix, we construct loss function and append regularization
constraint to prevent overfitting. Thus, the solution of matrix decomposition becomes an optimization problem. Alternating
least squares (ALS) and stochastic gradient descent (SGD) are two popular approaches to solve optimize problems. Alternating
least squares with weighted regularization (ALS-WR) is a good parallel algorithm, which can perform independently on userfactor matrix or item-factor matrix. Based on the idea of ALS-WR algorithm, we propose a modified SGD algorithm. With
experiments on testing dataset, our algorithm outperforms ALS-WR. In addition, matrix decompositions based on our
optimization method have lower RMSE values than some classic collaborate filtering algorithms.
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1. Introduction
In the fields of e-commerce, online video, social networks,
location-based services, personalized email and advertising,
recommendation system has achieved great progress and
success. At least 20% of Amazon’s sales volume is benefit
from recommendation system, according to its
recommendation system developer [1].
Recommendation system can be categorized into: 1)
content-based recommendation, which is based on products’
characteristics. 2) Collaborative filtering (CF), which is
based on historical records of items that users have viewed,
purchased, or rated.
Collaborative filtering has been widely and maturely
applied in e-commerce, as CF only needs user-item matrix,
which records users rating information on items [2]. There
are three primary approaches to facilitate CF algorithm:
nearest neighbor model [3], matrix decomposition [4], and
graph theory [5].

2. Rating Matrix
In this paper, Rij records the rating information of user i on
item j, and rij is prediction value. Higher value means
stronger preference. For example, table 1 shows a rating
matrix that records five users rating information on six items.
As shown in table 1, the horizontal axis shows each item, and

the vertical axis shows each user.
Table 1. User-Item rating matrix.
User_ID
User1
User2
User3
User4
User5

Item_ID
Item1
Item2
3
4

Item3
4

Item4

Item5
3

Item6
5

2
3

2

4
3

5

1

The degree of missing values can be measured by equation
(1)

∑ ∑f
Rsparsity = 1 −

i∈U

j∈M

ij

|U | × | M |

(1)

|U| is the number of users, and |M| is the number of items.
If the value of Rij is missing, the value of fij is 0. When the
value of Rij has value, the value of fij is 1.
Collaborative filtering algorithm makes recommendation
based on similarity calculation, which completely rely on the
values of user-item rating matrix. Thus, recommendation
accuracy is greatly affected by the sparsity of the rating
matrix.
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3. Matrix Factorization

3.1. Loss Function

In the fields of data mining and machine learning, matrix
decomposition is used to approximate the original user-item
user
rating matrix with low-level matrix. Inn this way, the missing
value problem of recommendation system
ystem is solved. Thus,
matrix factorization become a famous preprocessing step
for collaborate filtering algorithm.
In the early stage of recommendation field, there are
many approaches to conduct matrix factorization:
probabilistic latent semantic analysiss (pLSA) [6], neural
networks, latent dirichlet allocation (LDA)
LDA) [7], and the
singular value decomposition (SVD) [8], and so on.
The basic idea of Singular value decomposition
algorithm is using low-level
level matrix to replace original
matrix. As there are several disadvantages of SVD in
practical application, many modified algorithms are merged
[6].
The academia proposes the latent factor model (LFM)
algorithm,, which is also named as implicit semantic model.
Rating matrix R is decomposed into the form of matrix R
=PT *Q.
This approach maps both users and items into a latent
feature space. Latent factors, though not directly
measurable, often contains some useful abstract information.
The
he affinity between users and items are defined by latent
factor vectors. Take
ake figure 2 for example, class can be
explained as latent factor. P is user factor matrix, and Q is
item factor matrix.

In order to accurately approximate the original user
user-item
rating matrix, we construct loss function (2) to help finding
proper user matrix and item matrix. The initialization of user
matrix and item matrix are often using random number, and
1
are proportional with
factors by experience.

Figure 1. Latent factor model (LFM)
LFM).

C (u, m ) =

1 ∂C
= 0 ⇒ ∑ (uiT m j − Rij ) m j + λ nui ui = 0
2 ∂ui
−1

∑

( i , j )∈train

i ∈ [1, m ]

Step3:
tep3: fix user factor matrix, and calculate the derivative
of function (4)

( Rij − ui T m j ) 2

(2)

Too prevent overfitting, we add regularization constraint to
(2). Thus,
hus, the loss function becomes an optimization problem.
Many
any past studies have proposed optimization methods to
solve (3), e.g. [11] [10].
10]. Among them, aalternating least
squares (ALS) and stochastic gradient descent (SGD) are
popularly used.

C (u, m ) =

∑

( i , j )∈train

( Rij − uiT m j ) 2 + λ（ || uif ||2 + || muf ||2 ） (3)

In (3), f is the number of latent factor, u is user factor
matrix, and m is item factor matrix.

3.2. Alternating Least Squares with Weighted
Regularization
The
he method of alternative least squares is originated from
mathematical optimization technique. IIn the loss function, u
and m are unknown. The basic idea of ALS-WR is assume
that one unknown parameter is certain. T
Then the loss function
can be regard
rd as a least squares problem. After setting a
stopping criterion, we can get a proper m or u with iteration
method.
Inn addition, we use Tikhonov regularization to punish
excessive parameters [10]. Thus,
hus, (3) is updated into (4),
which is based on the weighted
ted regularization of alternative
least squares method (ALS-WR):
WR):



( Rij − uiT m j )2 + λ  ∑ nui || ui ||2 + ∑ nmj || m j ||2 
( i , j )∈train
j
 i


∑

Input: original rating matrix Rij, the number of feature f
Output: prediction matrix rij
Step
tep 1: initial matrix m by assigning the average ratings as
the value of first row, and complete remaining part of the
matrix with small random numbers.
Step
tep 2: fix item factor matrix, and calculate the derivative
of function (4)

⇒ ui. = Ri. mui ( muiT mui + λ nui I )

C (u, m ) =

(4)

1 ∂C
T
= 0 ⇒ m j . = R. j u mj (u mj
u mj + λ nmj I ) −1 j ∈ [1, n ]
2 ∂u j
Step4: Repeat
epeat step2 and 3, until a stopping criterion is
satisfied (enough iterations
ons or the result of equation (2) is
converged),, and return u and m.
T
Step5: Calculate rij = ui m j
When recommendation system need parallel computations,
ALS-WR
WR has high accuracy and stronger scalability. As in
this algorithm, system can calculate item factor matrix
independently without consideration of user factor matrix, or
calculate user
ser factor matrix independently without
consideration of item factor matrix.
matrix Thus, there is high
efficient in solving loss function (4).
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3.3. Stochastic Gradient Descent Algorithm
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is based on gradient
descent. The update rule of gradient descent is taking steps
proportional to the negative of the gradient (or of the
approximate gradient) of loss function at the current point.
The basic idea of SGD is that, instead of expensively
calculating the gradient of instance point in loss function (3),
it randomly selects a Rij entry from (3) and calculates the
corresponding gradient. When the number iteration increase,
user factor ui and item factor mj are updated by the following
rules
uif = uif + α ( m jf ( Rij − uiT m j ) − λ uif )

(5)

m jf = m jf + α (uif ( Rij − uiT m j ) − λ m jf )

(6)

In the rules of (5) and (6), Parameter
is learning rate. Its
value is generally obtained by trial and error approach until
the training model converges. Parameter λ is regularization
coefficient for avoiding over-fitting.
Within each iteration process, user factor ui and item factor
mj are updated by calculating gradient descent value of a
sequence of rating instances. R(u) is a rating set of users, and
each training instance is recorded in ( ru1, ru2, ru3, … ruk) .We
use u(0) to represent the initial value of user factor uif , and
u(1) represent updated value after calculating instance ru1.

u (1) = u (0) + α (m1( h1) (ru1 − (u (0) )T m1( h1) ) − λ u (0) )
= u (0) (1 − αλ ) + α (m1( h1) (ru1 − (u (0) )T m1( h1) ))

k =| R(u ) | (7)

In (7), h1 represent the temporary state of m1. After
training instance from ru2 to ruk, (7) will be updated into
u k = u ( k −1) (1 − αλ ) + α mk ( hk ) ( ruk − (u ( k −1) )T mk ( h ) ) k =| R(u ) | (8)

After one round of iteration, u k can be rewrite into (9). We
use c = 1 − αλ in (9).

u k = c k u 0 + c k −1α m1( h1) (ru1 − (u (0) )T m1( h1) )
+c k − 2α m2( h 2) (ru 2 − (u (1) )T m2( h 2) )
+... + α mk

( hk )

(ruk − (u

( k −1) T

) mk

(9)

( hk )

)

In (9), mk ( hk ) represent the temporary state of mk using
instance ruk. In the same way, we use R(m) to represent rating
set of items. The set of (r1m, r2m, r3m, … rhm) records the
sequences of instances that are select to calculate gradient
descent ( h =| R (m) | ).After one round of iteration, m h can be
rewrite into

m h = c h m0 + c h −1α u ( k 1) (r1m − (u1( k 1) )T m(0) )

+c

αu

h−2

( k 2)
2

+... + α uh

(r2 m − (u

( kh )

( k 2) T

(rhm − (u

) m

( kh ) T

( h 2)

) m

)

( hk )

(10)

)

Considering (9) and (10), we can see user factor ui and
item factor mj are not only depend on initial value, but also
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depend on temporary states of u k and m h . From the above
iteration processes and update rules from (5) to (10), we can
see that SGD is a serialization method.

4. Our Approach
As the gradient search processes traverse the entire rating
instances, it can update user and item factor matrixes in every
round of iteration. Thus, SGD can accurately describe the
multiple features of the rating matrix. Matrix decompositions
based on SGD have high precision of recommendation, and
strong scalability.
However, the iteration process of SGD is depending on
temporary state of item factor matrix m and user factor
matrix u, and the update rules need the accumulated value of
each iteration process in a serial mode. Thus, in some cases
the training processes may experiences system deadlocks. In
addition, in the multi-core environment, SGD method is low
efficiency. In the contrary, ALS-WR algorithm doesn’t have
such problems, as it can update m and u independently.
Based on the advantage of ALS-WR, we modify SGD, and
propose a parallel SGD algorithm (PSGD). The following is
the training process of matrix factorization based on PSGD:
Input: original rating matrix Rij, the number of feature f
Initial: matrix m and u
While stopping criterion is not satisfied
For each user
Do Allocate a new thread for user
For each train rating instance
Do Calculate loss function
Update matrix u
End for
End for
For each item
Do Allocate a new thread for user
For each train rating instances
Do Calculate loss function
Update matrix m
End for
End for
Output: updated latent factor matrix u and m
In above algorithm, the update rules are (5) and (6).
Instance training processes are based on (8) or (9). As we can
see from PSGD algorithm, the matrix u and m can be update
separately. Thus, the rate of convergence will be accelerated,
and the results will be more accurate.

5. Experimental Results of ALS-WR and
PSGD
The accuracy of the recommendation model is measured
by root mean square error (RMSE), and |train| represents the
validation dataset. A lower value of RMSE indicates a higher
accurate in recommendation system.
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Apache Mahout is a project of the Apache Software
Foundation to produce free implementations
ions of distributed
or otherwise scalable machine learning algorithms focused
primarily in the areas of collaborative filtering.
In this paper we focus on the collaborative filtering
algorithm based matrix decomposition. Thus,
T
in order to
simulate the real recommendation system environment, we
run our experiment in Mahout Environment,
Environment which has
been maturely adopted in a distribute Hadoop system in
many commercial fields.
Our
ur experiment uses the famous MovieLens datasets
which
ich is developed by the GroupLens Lab of Minnesota
University. Our
ur matrix factorization algorithms are test on
MovieLens 100k dataset, which including 100,000 records
of rating information that are given by 943 users on 1682
movies. The sparsity of dataset is 6.305%.
Inn the following experiments, MovieLens dataset is
divided into two parts. 70% of it is training set, and the rest
is testing set. Inn the following comparison, there are three
parameters: number of hidden features, overfitting
parameter and number
ber of iterations. The parameter
selections are derived by experience and cross validation. In
the following experiments,, the default settings
setting are:
0.05(overfitting parameter),
), 20(number of iterations) and
30(number of hidden features)

Figure 3. Comparison of ALS-WR
WR and PSGD on overfitting parameter.
parameter

In figure 4, the horizontal axis shows the iteration numbers
of matrix decomposition algorithm based on ALS-WR
ALS
and
PSGD optimization methods, and the vertical axis shows
RMSE values. When the number of iterations is increasing
from 10 to 80, the RMSE value of ALS-WR
ALS
is high than
PSGD. In addition, with the increase of iteration number,
both optimization algorithms tend to convergence,
c
and their
RMSE are gradually stabilized.

5.1. Experiment 1
In figure 2, the horizontal axis represents the number of
hidden features in LFM algorithm, and the vertical axis
records values of RMSE. When the number of hidden feature
is changing from 15 to 75, the RMSE value of ALS-WR
ALS
is
obviously higher than PSGD. In addition,, with the increase
of hidden features, the prediction matrix tends to be dense
and have less missing values in user-item
item matrix. Thus, the
RMSE values of them reach a stabilized state.

Figure 4. Comparison of ALS-WR
WR and PSGD on number of iterations.
iterations

5.2. Experiment 2
Inn this experiment, we use the same datasets as experiment
1. Userbased
serbased and itembased are classic collaborate filtering
filterin
algorithms, which are based on user or item similarity.
SlopeOne algorithm uses linear regression to filter message
and make recommendation. BiasMF is a modified version of
LFM, with considering the influence of system inherent
factors. For LFM and BiasMF,
F, they are matrix decomposition
algorithms. Inn the following experiment, LFM and BiasMF
will be solved using PSGD method.

Figure 2. Comparison of ALS-WR
WR and PSGD on hidden features.
features

In figure 3, the horizontal axis records the changes of
overfitting parameter in loss function (3), and the vertical
axis shows RMSE values. When the value of overfitting
parameter is on the increase, the RMSE values of ALS-WR
ALS
and PSGD are closer. From the overall look, the
t RMSE curve
of ALS-WR is higher than PSGD.
Figure 5. Comparison of algorithms on hidden feature.
feature
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In figure 5, Userbased, Itembased
tembased and SlopeOne
algorithms are not matrix decomposition methods.
method Thus,
their RMSE values are remaining certain.
According
ccording to the chart, the RMSE value of LFM(PSGD)
and BiasMF(PSGD) are obviously lower than classic
collaborate filtering algorithms of Userbased and itembased,
and slightly lower than SlopeOne algorithms.
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algorithms based on PSGD with classic collaborate filtering
algorithms. Inn the real recommendation system, the sparse
rating matrix increases the difficulty to calculate similarity
between users or items, but matrix decomposition methods
are survived of this problem. As
A experiment 2 shows, matrix
decomposition algorithms based on PSGD are out
performance than collaborate filtering algorithms based
ba
on
similarity.
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